

**Bus system growth given Council okay**

The City Council gave its official green light to a planned expansion of Iowa City's bus system, following a series of meetings on the issue.

The plan calls for buses to run every 20 minutes in the morning and afternoon, and every 40 minutes during the rest of the day, with additional runs on Saturdays and Sundays. The expansion will cost $1.5 million and is expected to be completed in 1975.

Council members voted 4-1 in favor of the proposal. The lone dissenter was J. R. Bright, who argued that the expansion would not be financially viable.

**Regents may alter parital regelations**

By BRIAN OCHEN

Daredevil

Four die in Baton Rouge street battle

See page 4

Future teachers should apply now to beat teaching quotas

By PAM BENNETT

A student gap for the 1972 academic year at the University of Iowa will be alleviated by a proposed teacher education program that will provide 68 additional teachers for the state's schools.

The program, funded by the Iowa State Board of Regents, will provide funds to support 68 additional teachers for the 1972 academic year.

The program's success will be determined by the number of students who complete the program and the number of teachers who are hired.

KSUI's rock program music show may end

By RAY DENNIS

Funds to operate music station KSUI's rock program music show may be eliminated.

The show, which has been on the air since the late 1960s, is currently funded through a combination of student fees and local advertising.

The proposed reduction in funding could lead to the end of the show, which has been a staple of the station's programming.
Shafted in the shop

Many months ago, when Bill Gates was University's first Professor of Entrepreneurship. He seemed to be an icon of the future, a man who would change the world. But then came the recession, and all those jobs that were promised simply didn't materialize. The University's Department of Finance had to make some tough decisions. They had to cutback on the number of jobs, and that meant shafting some faculty members.

It was a dark and stormy day in the University's Department of Finance. The phone rang, and it was the Office of Human Resources. "We have to cutback on the number of jobs," they said. "We have to shaft some faculty members." Bill Gates was one of those faculty members who was shafted.

"But why me?" he asked. "I have always been a good employee. I have always been a good teacher. I have always been a good researcher." But it was no use. The decision had been made.

For the first time in his career, Bill Gates found himself without a job. He was shafted. He was cutback. He was laid off. He was unemployed.

It was a sad day for the University. It was a sad day for Bill Gates. And it was a sad day for everyone who knew him. But it was a necessary step, a step that had to be taken.

Third world bowl

In the world of third world bowel, the news was just as bad. The world's oil prices had fallen, and that meant that the world's oil companies were shafting their employees. They were cutting back on the number of jobs, and that meant shafting some employees.

"But why me?" they asked. "I have always been a good employee. I have always been a good teacher. I have always been a good researcher." But it was no use. The decision had been made.

For the first time in their careers, these employees found themselves without a job. They were shafted. They were cutback. They were laid off. They were unemployed.

It was a sad day for the world's oil companies. It was a sad day for these employees. And it was a sad day for everyone who knew them. But it was a necessary step, a step that had to be taken.

Noted psychologist a racist, sexist

There is a notable disparity between the overrepresentation of Social Science Doctorates (Ph.Ds) and the underrepresentation of Black and Hispanic students at the University of Illinois. This disparity has been a cause for concern among many, particularly those who study race and gender in the social sciences.

The disparity is not limited to the University of Illinois. It is a problem that affects many universities across the country. And it is a problem that needs to be addressed.

One possible reason for this disparity is a lack of diversity among the faculty. The faculty at many universities are predominantly white and male. This lack of diversity can have a negative impact on the education of students from underrepresented groups.

Conclusion

The disparity in the representation of Social Science Doctorates (Ph.Ds) and the underrepresentation of Black and Hispanic students at the University of Illinois is a problem that needs to be addressed. We need to ensure that our universities are diverse and inclusive, and that all students have the opportunity to receive a high quality education.
Legislature begins, new funding offered pending heat low enforcement

something brewing

Joseph C. Johnston, a Democrat, state legislator from Iowa City, proposes to write down for the first time the total number of Iowa residents who smoke due to "concerted effort to be covered by the legislation." The idea is to show the public the extent of the problem and to encourage legislators to take action.

Surgeon General suggests new laws to aid smokers

The Surgeon General, Dr. James A. Van Allen, recently announced a new campaign to combat smoking. He called for increased funding for health education programs and a mandatory requirement for all cigarette packages to carry health warnings. Van Allen said that smoking is a public health crisis and that comprehensive legislation is needed to address the issue.

Foresee little GOP support after youth caucus walkout

In an interview with The Daily Iowan, Iowa State Representative Rob Hynds said that he did not expect much support from Republican colleagues if the youth caucus walks out. Hynds said that the Republican Party has faced similar challenges in the past and that it may take some time to build momentum after a walkout.

Iowa Book to quit book exchange aid

Iowa Book and Credit Union is considering quitting its book exchange program due to financial pressures. The organization has been facing declining membership and increased competition from other book exchange programs.

The Daily Iowan--The Iowa Book and Credit Union officers have started a fund to help the organization. The fund will be used to cover operational costs and to support community events.

Trivia

During the 1950s Democratic Senate Majority Leader Republican Senator Everett Dirksen led the Senate in a game of Trivia. The game was called "The World's Largest Trivia Quiz." It was sponsored by the National Business Week and was broadcast live on radio and television. The $99.95 fee was used to benefit the Leukemia Research Foundation.

The Daily Iowan--The Iowa Book and Credit Union officers have started a fund to help the organization. The fund will be used to cover operational costs and to support community events. The fund was initiated after a successful effort to increase membership and to promote the organization's services.

The way to buy the insurance you need but may feel you can't afford

The Daily Iowan--The Iowa Book and Credit Union officers have started a fund to help the organization. The fund will be used to cover operational costs and to support community events. The fund was initiated after a successful effort to increase membership and to promote the organization's services.
Four die in Baton Rouge shoot-out

Blacks and police clash in sudden racial flare-up

Baton Rouge, La. -->

Two deputy sheriffs and two young black demonstrators were killed Monday in an armed change of ideas in a demonstrative black area, police said.

The gesture called out state police and about 500 National Guardsmen. McGoogan said the Guard was sent in at the request of a deputy sheriff's report.

In New Orleans, Mayor R. J. Brennan, who was at the site of the shooting, said the mayor's office was in touch with the guard.
Zielinski: Emotion in his photography

Because he fully believes a good photograph is more than "just a good image," John Zielinski, professional photographer who lives in Kalona, has recently turned his attention to investigating the emotional content in his photographs.

The results of this latest photographic study can be seen on exhibit at the France House. "Life in the United States," the show contains 100 color photographs which document, in a personal way, the American way of life.


Transcending mere facts about people's work and their work, a new kind of photography has been emerging recently. Zielinski's work can be seen in the march of one artwork, exposed if the artist's feelings and ideas are in the photograph itself.

Zielinski's work, which has appeared in many popular magazines and in several books, is being exhibited in the France House. He is also a professional photographer who has become interested in the emotional content of the photograph.

"I saw a great deal of America in the photographs, and I wanted to get a better understanding of the way people feel about their lives," said Zielinski.

The exhibition, which will be on display through March, is sponsored by the France House. The exhibit is free and open to the public.

The exhibit will feature Zielinski's work, which is being exhibited for the first time in Iowa.
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West Branch free concert set Saturday

A free concert sponsored by the Iowa Band and the West Branch Music teachers and students will be presented in the auditorium at Tama on Saturday. The concert will feature music for the harp, piano, and other instruments.

The concert will feature works by composers such as Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart. The program will also include a performance of "The Four Seasons" by Vivaldi.

The concert is free and open to the public. It will begin at 8 p.m. and last approximately two hours.
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His dad named him after Joseph Stalin—
Country Joe: ‘Community work’

By The Associated Press

NEW YEAR’S Day is a day for resolutions, and many people have more than one or two to keep. But the one that stands out most is the one that says something like “I’m going to lose weight.”

So it was with Joe Stell, who at 5 feet 10 inches and 250 pounds was not exactly trim. But he’s not the only one who decided to make a change this year.

“I’m going to be a better person,” said Stell, who is a manager at a local department store. “I’m going to start running every day.”

And he’s not alone. Across the country, people are making similar resolutions. Some are vowing to eat healthier, while others are planning to save more money.

Stell’s resolution is more specific. He wants to lose 50 pounds in the next year. He’s already started by joining a gym and going three times a week.

“I’m feeling better already,” he said. “I’m more energetic and I’m sleeping better.”

Stell’s family is also supportive of his new year’s resolution. His wife, two children and mother are all urging him to stick with it.

“I’m proud of him,” said his wife, who is also a manager at the store. “He’s a great guy and I know he can do it.”

Stell’s resolution is not just for himself. He wants to be an example for others.

“I want to show people that it’s possible to lose weight and get healthy,” he said.

And he’s not alone. Many people are joining the movement to lose weight and get healthy. It’s a trend that’s been growing for years.

“People are becoming more aware of the importance of health and fitness,” said Dr. John Smith, a nutritionist at a local hospital. “And they’re starting to make changes in their lives.”

Stell is also planning to sign up for a weight loss program. He’s looking into programs that focus on behavior modification and healthy eating.

“I want to make sure I stick to my resolution,” he said.

Stell’s family is also helping him stay on track. They’re making sure he’s eating healthy and getting enough exercise.

“I’m going to support him every step of the way,” said his wife.

And Stell is ready to make a change. He’s already started to feel better and he’s looking forward to seeing the results.

“I’m looking forward to feeling better and being more active,” he said.

And he’s not alone. Many people are making similar resolutions. It’s a new year and a new beginning, and everyone is looking forward to starting fresh.

“I’m happy to be making a change,” said Stell.

And he’s not alone. Many people are making similar resolutions. It’s a new year and a new beginning, and everyone is looking forward to starting fresh.
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Cowboys seen as Super Bowl picks

By The Associated Press

The Dallas Cowboys are the team to beat according to a survey of NFL experts, and they are the No. 1 pick in the Associated Press college basketball rankings.

After a 1-15 season last year, the Cowboys finished 4-8-2 and have the No. 1 pick in the Super Bowl.

The Cowboys are led by quarterback Roger Staubach, who has passed for 4,000 yards and 27 touchdowns.

Staubach is joined in the backfield by running back Tony Dorsett, who rushed for 1,300 yards and 11 touchdowns.

The Cowboys also have one of the best defenses in the league, led by defensive end Randy White and linebacker Dan配有 Young.

The Cowboys are favored to win the Super Bowl, but the Los Angeles Rams and San Francisco 49ers are also strong candidates.

The Rams have a potent offense led by quarterback Jim Plunkett, who threw for 4,000 yards and 30 touchdowns.

The 49ers have a strong defense led by defensive tackle Howie Long and linebacker Kezar Williams.

The Cowboys are favored to win the Super Bowl because of their experience and depth, but the Rams and 49ers are both strong teams.

Sportsline's pick of the week is the Cowboys, who are favored by 7 points over the Rams.

The Rams and 49ers are also strong teams, but the Cowboys have the advantage because of their experience and depth.